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Mr. Sam Chilk
Secretary -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear'Mr. Chilk:

Mr. Cunningham of the b c has advised me that you are the
person to.go to with a request fcr an immediate hearing on the amendment
to the Getty Oil Company.li, cense at West Valley. The license is being
shifted to the Department of Energy (DOE) for clean-up operations. I am
therefore requesting such a hearing.

~

Mr. Cunningham had also advised me that the amendment had-

already been granted so that NRC had no further responsibility at West
Valley. He explained that was due to the wording of the legislation on
the clean-up operations. If, ir. fact, NRC no longer has any responsi-
bility for DOE :; lean-up operations at West Valley (or if the hearing
request is denied for this reason), I would like a clear and unequivecal
statement of the status of NRC in this matter. This would be necessary
to further pursue judicial remedies in this situation. I would appreciate
a response concerning the hearing and the status of NRC with respect to
DOE operations at West Valley within 30 days of receipt of this letter.

My concern here is that misguided DOE efforts to clean up the
30,000,000 curies in Tank 8D2 could andanger the health and safety of
hundreds of thousands of Western New Yorkers. DOE wants to remove the
sludge by violent agitator action (described in DOE /EIS-0081D) . This is
apt to cause a loss-of-containment accident that would be an environmental
disaster. The dangers are discussed in my enclosed CRITIQUE OF DOE /EIS-
0081D. I am concerned about them both as a resident and a health bureau-

; crat.

From my telephone call to Mr. Cunningham, I got the impression

that NRC was delighted to hand off a hot potaEoj iko gest Valley to DOE.
However, this would leave no federal protsction o'f'thd public healtheand'.

- safety here. As Rep. Pat Shroeder note'd in' f1'eddi 'Arecent Genehal ''

g. OCT 2 0 1987 [ . '.'
@ k ,1 ; y } 4_ ' \ '.Accounting Office report on DOE:
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{ "You can't allow DOE to police itself and still expect the
health of the public to be protected. GAO's study clearly states that
major changes have to be made before we can rest easy about the safety4

of DOE facilities."

{
Let me suggest two further reasons why hearings on the amendment'

should be considered even if, as Mr. Cunningham indicated, the amendment
to the license is a fait accomplit

(1) Arrangements between New York State and the Department of
Energy with respect to the West Valley. Demonstration Project are still
in disarray at last report. For NRC to grant an amendment which makes>

major changes in the purpose, scope, nature of operations, and functions'

of the West Valley installation to DOE before the arrangements with DOE
i are even completed looks very much like an effort to deny due process to

the citizens of Western New York whose health and safety are endangered.
1

(2) Granting this amendment without the opportunity of having
public hearings on it at a time when the current session of the Supreme
ccurt has NRC the defendent on a charge of violating its own rules in
denying a hearing on a comparable amendment at Three Mile Island looks
especially bad. For NRC to act in collusion with its sister federal
agency, DOE, to avoid hearings on West valley might even be considered

' contempt of court.

I await your timely answer to this request for a hearing.
,

Ve sincerely urs,

i

p/,

rwin D.J. Bross, Ph.D.

Director of Biostatistics
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